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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {T,; t > 0} be a one-parameter semi-group of class (C’s) of bounded 
linear operators from a Banach space X into itself, that is, it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) T,x = x, Tt+,.r = T,Tp (x E X, t, s 3 0), 
(ii) lim,,,, T,x z= .rc (x E X). 
Such a semi-group {T,; t > 0} is called a semi-group of normal type 01 if it 
satisfies the condition 
(iii) II T, II < emt (t 3 0), 
where oi is a positive number independent of t. 
Let A be the infinitesimal generator of {T,; t > 0}, that is, 
It is known that rZ is a closed linear operator and &9(An) is dense in X 
(cf. P, 21). 
In [3] G. Lumer and R. S. Phillips proved that a closed linear operator d 
generates a semi-group of contraction operators (a = 0 in (iii)) if it is dissi- 
pative and if the set 
go = ix: x E (-) cqtz”), (I Anx l(l”L = o(n)/ 
n 
is dense in X. 
For the purpose of obtaining a characterization of the infinitesimal genera- 
tors of some class of semi-groups of operators, we shall obtain a generalization 
of the above theorem in this article. 
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2. MAIN THEOREM 
In [4] &I. Hasegawa obtained the following theorem which is a variant of 
the Hille-Yosida theorem by virtue of the notion of the generalized Gdteaux 
diflerential. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and suficient condition for a linear operator A 
with dense domain 9(A) and range 9?(A) both in a Banach space X to generate a 
semigroup of normal type 01 is that W(Z - A) = X and that A - 01 is a (d3)- 
operator for some OL, that is, 
7(x, A4 d 01 II x II (x E B(A)). (*) 
In this theorem 7(x, y) denote the generalized GPteaux differential for any 
x and y in X, that is, 
+,Y) = &p+ a-V x + ay II - II x II). 
The proof of this theorem depends on the following two lemmas which 
will be required in the sequel (cf. [4]). 
LEMMA 1. For any x, y and z in X; 
+-I Y) d II Y II , 
7(x, y + z) d 7(x, y) + T(X, z), 
7(x, ay) = aT(x, -y) 
7(x, ax +y) = a II x II + T(X,Y) 
T(X, iax + y) = 7(x, y) 
(a 2 01, 
(a : real), 
(a : real). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
LEMMA 2. If A satisjes the condition (*) for some OL > 0, then (hI - A)-1 
exists and is bounded with norm < (Re h - a)-’ for any h (Re X > a). 
Now we present our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2. A closed linear operator A with domain 9(A) and range W(A) 
both in a Banach space X generates a semi-group of normal type 01 with the 
condition that there is a dense subset 9 C &9(A”) such that x*( Trx) is 
T(X, A-4 Q 01 II x II (x E -WN, (1) 
Qi = Ix; x E n g(An), I/ Anx Illln = O(n)/ (2) I n 
is dense in X. 
PROOF. The “if” part. If x is in 9i, , then we can define a linear 
operator 
m 
T,x = c tnAnx 1 n! 
n=0 
for any t E [0, Y(X)), where 
Y(X) = [e 5 11 Anx jjljn j n]-‘. 
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analytic on positive t-axis for any x ~9 and any x* E X* if and only if A 
satisfies the following conditions : 
This fact follows from the abstract Cauchy-Hadamard theorem (cf. Theo- 
rem 3.11.4 in [l]). 
Moreover, since A is closed and r(Akx) = r(x) for any positive integer k, we 
have 
AkT,x = z. tnAn+kx 1 n! 
= T,Akx (0 < t < Y(X)). 
Then we have for any t + s < Y(X) 
Tt+sx = f (t + s)” A”x / n! 
n=0 
= T,x + sAT$ + O(3). 
Since A satisfies the condition (l), it follows that for any 0 < t ( Y(X) 
~~~+s-llll Tt+sx II - II Ttx II> 
= ~$y-l{ll T,+ + sAI’,x II - II Ttx II} 
= T(T,x, ATp) < 01 Ij T,x 11. 
Thus we have 
II Ttx II < et II Tax: II = e=’ It x II (0 < t < Y(X)). 
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Let y = Tp for some t E (0, Y(X)), then it is verified that y E g1 . In fact, 
since r(A”x) = Y(X) for any positive integer n and 11 T,Anx 11 < dt 11 Anx 11, 
we have 
+q-l = elim II A”Y vn < e j& 11 A”x vn = r(x)-lm 
?l-fm 12 n+m n 
Now we shall prove that any number h(Re h > a) is in the resolvent set of 
-4. Since A - (Y is a (d3)-operator, h(Re h > a) is in the resolvent set or in 
the residual set of A by Lemma 2. 
Assume that some number h(Re X > a) is in the residual set of A. Then, by 
virtue of the Hahn-Banach extension theorem, there exist 
and x$ E X* such that 
X0*(%) # 0, x,*(x) = 0 (x E W(X - A)). 
Then we have, for any positive integer n, 
Let r, = r(xJ and x1 = Tgvo for 
discussions, we have 
some fixed t E (0, Ye). By the above 
x0*(x1) = 1 t”x,*(A”x,) 1 n! = x0*(x0) tilt 
n=O 
and 
II Xl II < t+ II x0 II - 
Moreover we can define x2 = TF~ and we have 
x,*(x,) = f t’k:(A”x,) 1 n! 
n=O 
= x0*(x1) eAt = x:(x0) ezAt 
and 
II x2 II B 8 II xl II < est II x0 II . 
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Repeating this argument, we can choose a sequence {xn} (n = 0, 1,2,...) 
in X such that 
xn = Ttx,-l , 
II xn II B enmt II x0 IL 
x0*(x,) = x,*(x,) enAt. 
It follows that, for any n, 
I x0*(x0) I I enAt I G II 4 II II xn II G II 4 II II x0 II enat. 
Since Re h is larger than 01, this leads to a contradiction. Thus we have proved 
that any number h (Re h > a) is in the resolvent set of A. Denote R(X; A) 
the unique extension of (hl - -4)-l on X. We shall prove that 
B(h - A) = W(h - A) = x. 
Let (A - A) X~ + y as n ---f co. Then it follows from Lemma 2 that 
x, + R(A; A) y and so that A.r, -+ AR@; A) y - y. Since A is closed, we 
have R(h; A) y E g(A) and y = (A - A) R(h ; A) y E g(h - A). 
It follows from Theorem 1 that A generates a semigroup of normal type 01. 
The condition of the analyticity of {Tt(A); t > O> is satisfied on the set 
.9=.9$. 
The “only if” part. Since x*(T,x) is analytic on positive t-axis for any 
xEgandanyx*EX*, we obtain the Taylor series 
x*(T,+~) = f a,(t, x, x*) sn (I s I < f-(4 x, s*)), 
r&=0 
where, using the condition 9 C nng(A”), 
u,(t, x, x*> = x*(A*;Ttx) (n = 0, 1, 2,...) 
and, by the Cauchy-Hadamard theorem, 
r-1 = e lim I x*(A”Ttx) I+ 
?z+m n 
It follows from the Osgood lemma (see for instance: Berge, C. “Topological 
Spaces” Oliver and Boyd, eds., 1963, p. 259) that there exist a ball 
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B = {x*; 11 x* - x0” 11 < S} in X* and a positive number K independent of II 
such that 
lx*(A”T,x) I- ~ K 
n 
(x* E B, n = 1, 2 ,... ). 
Then we have, for any 11 x* 11 < 8, 
and 
11 A”T,x Ij1’n < z 
71 ‘6 
(n = 1, 2,...). 
Since T, is strongly continuous in t, it follows that 
23,={T,x;x~9,t>O} 
is dense in X. Thus the assertion of Theorem 2 is proved. 
REMARK 1. In Theorem 2, the following relation holds; 
ZBl = go = ix; x E n CB(A”), /I A”x Ill/n = o(n)/ . 
11 
PROOF. Let x E g1 and 
We have shown in Theorem 2 that 
and 
T,,x = T,(Tp) = f ‘T 
n=O . 
holds for any t(0 < t < Y(X)). 
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Repeating this argument, we find that, for any positive integer k, 
holds for any t (0 < t < r(x)). 
Thus we proved that x E go. 
3. HOLOMORPHIC SEMI-GROUPS 
In this section we consider the generation of a basic class of semi-groups, 
namely, semi-groups holomorphic in a sector of the complex plane containing 
the positive t-axis (cf. [l, 5, 21). 
A one-parameter family of bounded linear operators {T(h); h E Z} defined 
on Z = {reze; Y > 0, 1 19 1 < 8,) is called a holomorphic semi-group of normal 
type if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) T(h) is holomorphic with respect to h E 2, 
(ii) Wl + &,) = T(h) WV (4 , A, f z>, 
(iii) 11 T(veZe) 11 < PCebr (reie G Z), 
where a(8) is a function of 0 bounded in each closed subinterval of (- 8, , 8,), 
(iv) X0 = U{T(/\) x; N E X, h E Z} is dense in X. 
THEOREM 3. A closed linear operator A with domain 9(A) and range 
9?(A) both in a Banach space X generates a holomorphic semi-group of normal 
type if and only if A satisfies the following conditions : 
7(x, eieL4x) < a(e) I/ x 11 (x =q-+, I e I < e,), (1) 
where 0, is a positive constant and a(0) is a function of 8 bounded in each closed 
subinterval of (- B. , O,), 
.TS?~ = (2~; x E n .9(A”), 11 An x IllIn = O(n)} is dense in X. (2) n 
PROOF. The “if” part. It follows from Theorem 2 that ezekl generates a 
semi-group { T(Y; e); Y 2 0} of normal type a(e) for any e E (~ e, , e,). We 
define 
T(reZe) = T(Y; e). 
Then it follows from commutativity of T(r; 0) and T(Y'; 0’) that the family 
of linear operators {T(h); h E Z} has the semi-group property 
where 
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It is clear that this semi-group satisfies the conditions (iii) and (iv). We 
shall prove that T(h) is a holomorphic operator for any X E Z. 
It follows from Remark 1 that 
x*(qh) x) = f Anx*ynx) (xE.q,x*EX*) 
?l=O 
is well-defined on the whole complex plane. 
Let 3c E X and {xn} C 9i such that x,, -+ x as n + CO. Then 
x*( T(A) xn) + x*( T(h) x) 
as 12 -+ co uniformly in each compact subset in Z: Thus we proved that 
x*( T(h) x) is a holomorphic function in Z for any x* E X* and any x E X. 
The “only if” part. Since T(h) is holomorphic in .Z, it is known that the 
complex derivative exists in the uniform operator topology for each h E C, 
-gT(A)x=AT(A)x @E-v 
and that, for each x E X, lim T(X) x = x as 1 X j --f 0 in any sector contained 
in .Z (cf. [l]). 
Thus we find that ezeA4 is the generator of a semi-group 
{T(Y) = T(reis); Y 2 0} 
of normal type a(0) and eieA satisfies the condition (1). 
We shall finally prove that A satisfies the condition (2). Since x*(T(h) x) 
is holomorphic in .Z for any x* E X* and x E X, we obtain the Taylor series 
for any t > 0; 
x*(2-(X) x) = f a,(t, x, x*) (h - t)” (I h - t / < t sin do), 
n=o 
where 
x*(AnT(t) x) 
44 x,x*) = n, * 
Then, by the Cauchy-Hadamard theorem, we have 
lim x*(Acr(t)x) lb 
n-tm I ?l! 
< (t sin 8,)-l. 
It follows from the resonance theorem on X* and on X that there is a positive 
constant K such that 
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Since 9i = (T(t) x; x E X, t > 0} is dense in X, the assertion of Theorem 3 
is proved. 
4. GROUPS OF OPERATORS 
Let {T, , - cg < t < m} be a one-parameter group of normal type 01 of 
bounded linear operators from a Banach space X into itself, that is, it satis- 
fies the following conditions: 
(i) T,.t = x’, Tt+,x = T,T,s (x E x, - 30 < t, s < co), 
(ii) lim,,, T,x = T,x (XEX, -co <t < co), 
(iii) 11 T, Ij < ~1~1 (- co <t < co), 
where OL is a positive number independent of t. 
A characterization of the infinitesimal generators of such groups of opera- 
tors was found by G. Lumer and R. S. Phillips [3]. They proved that, if =1 
is the generator of a group of class (C,,), then the set 
g1 = ibv; x E n q~n), 11 A”.~ lll/fl = 0(dn)[ 
n 
is dense in X. 
Now we shall prove the stronger result in the case of normal type groups. 
THEOREM 4. A closed linear operator ;2 with domain 9(-a) and range 
S?(A) in a Banach space X generates a group of normal type (Y if and only if =1 
satisjies the condition 
I +, -4x) I < 01 II x II (x E 9(A)) (1) 
and any one of the following conditions : 
S?,, = ix; x E (J a(r27, &4” x lIljn = o(dii)} is dense in X, (4 
52~~ = {x; x E (J %+(A”), IIAph x [lljn = 0(2/k)} is dense in ;Y. (3) 
PROOF. In case of OL = 0, we use a theorem due to K. Yosida [6]. “Let a1 
be the infinitesimal generator of an equi-continuous group of class (C,) in a 
Banach space X. Then B = A2 is the infinitesimal generator of an equi- 
continuous semi-group of class (C,,) satisfying the conditions (4) and (5): 
T,x E 9(B) (x E x, t > O), (4) 
II (CtBT,)” II B K (0 -c t < 1, n = 0, 1, 2,...), (5) 
where C and K are positive constants.” 
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Let 9 = {T,x; x E X, t > O}. Since T,x is strongly continuous in t, it 
follows that d is dense in X. Moreover, using the relation BnT, = [BTtI,Jn, 
we have 
and 
II BnT,.x lVn < Kl,n II x V 
n ct 
62 C Ix; x E n 9(Bn), 11 B”x p = O(n)/ . 
11 
Thus, by Remark 1, we find that 9,, = 9i is dense in X. 
In the general case, the proof of this part follows from Remark 2 in [3] 
and Remark 1 in the Section 2. 
Moreover we have, by Theorem 1, for any x E g(9) 
+, -4.7) < 01 II x II 1 
- 7(x, Ax) < T(X, - As) < (Y 11 x 11 . 
The “if” part. The proof of this part follows from the same method as that 
of Remark 1 and Theorem 2. 
REMARK 2. In Theorems 1-2, the condition that A - 01 is a (d3)-operator 
can be replaced by the condition that A - 01 is a dissipative operator with 
respect to a semi-inner product which is introduced by G. Lumer (cf. [3, 51) 
and the similar change is possible in Theorems 3-4. 
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